Review Quiz

Figurative Lang. (RL.4)

1. You are compared to a professional boxer in paragraph 10. This is—
A a simile.
B personification.
C

a metaphor.

D hyperbole.

2. After reading the story, it wouldn’t be logical to infer that—
Inferencing (RL.1)

A you won’t be in the employ of the Remote Transit Company much longer.
B RTC does not train its delivery drivers thoroughly.
C

Mr. Haddock was secretly hoping the squid would attack you.

D in all likelihood, your submarine would not have outran the squid.

Compare/Cont. (RL.3)

3. In which of the manners listed are you and the squid similar?
A You both can travel underwater.
B You both live in the ocean.
C

You both have wet, slimy skin.

D You both have a boss whom you must obey.

Recalling Details (RL.1)

4. What strategy do you devise to assist you in escaping the squid?
A Fire harpoons at the squid.
B Spray the monster with squid stink.
C

Ram the squid with your submarine.

D Release the shipment you’re carrying so that you can go faster.

Story Climax (RL.2)

5. Which of these occurrences is the climactic event of the story?
A You pressing the button with the cloud insignia to scare away the squid.
B You calling Mr. Haddock for help.
C

You continuing on to make your delivery after losing the squid.

D You lamenting that you might try to find a new job soon.
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Fact or Opinion? (RL.1)

6. Which of the following statements about your character is not purely factual?
A You are a submarine driver for the Remote Transit Company.
B You should not have been so significantly frightened by the squid.
C

Your boss, Mr. Haddock, helped you escape from the squid.

D This was the first time you have ever before seen a squid.

Figurative Lang. (RL.4)

7. You say “Phew” after the squid has disappeared. This is an example of—
A personification.
B hyperbole.
C

alliteration.

D onomatopoeia.

Vocabulary (RL.4)

8. Of these terms, which is similar in meaning to insignia, as used in paragraph 9?
A logo.
B symbol.
C

emblem.

D all of the above.

Exposition (RL.10)

9. Which piece of information is part of the story’s exposition?
A You will start high school in the fall once your summer job is over.
B There is a touchscreen computer in your submarine.
C

After encountering the squid, you expressed that you may want a new job.

D You went onward to deliver your cargo after the squid encounter.

10. The theme that makes the most sense for this fictional tale is:

Theme (RL.2)

A Sometimes high-paying jobs aren’t worth the compromises.
B Piloting a submarine is much more difficult than it seems to be.
C

Don’t ever trust your boss. He or she is always out to ruin your reputation.

D No matter where you are, always be ready for a squid attack.
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